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 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction To frame the results presented here and to compare them withMany interesting mechanical phenomena occur in porous med-
ia when the saturating ﬂuid ﬂows under the action of pressure and
the solid matrix is deformable. Modeling these phenomena repre-
sents an important challenge for engineering sciences.
The aim of this paper is to use the principle of virtual work –
when dissipative and inertial effects cannot be neglected – for
deducing a set of evolution equations and coherent boundary con-
ditions valid at a ﬂuid-permeable interface between dissimilar
ﬂuid-ﬁlled porous matrices.
The spirit of the approach adopted here for modeling porous
systems is very similar to the one used to develop models for
two ﬂuid mixtures by Gavrilyuk et al. (1997, 1998), Gavrilyuk
and Perepechko (1998), Gouin and Gavrilyuk (1998), Gavrilyuk
and Gouin (1999), Gouin (1990) and Gavrilyuk and Saurel (2007).
It also has some similarities with the treatment used to describe
ﬂuid saturated porous media by Dormieux and Stolz (1992), Dor-
mieux et al. (1991) and Coussy et al. (1998).ll rights reserved.
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ous.those available in the literature it is necessary to detail some of the
features of the model we develop. Slightly modifying the concep-
tual scheme used by e.g. Dormieux et al. (1991) we conceive a
kinematical description which seems suitable to model porous sys-
tems which are open with respect to the ﬂuid constituent: i.e. sys-
tems in which the ﬂuid can freely leave or enter the porous solid
matrix through which it ﬂows. Indeed, while we still use as a basic
kinematical descriptor the solid-matrix macroscopic placement
ﬁeld vs we replace the ﬂuid macroscopic placement ﬁeld vf with
a macroscopic ﬁeld /s deﬁned in the homogenized macroscopic so-
lid reference conﬁguration. The ﬁeld /s maps any solid material
particle Xs into a precise particle Xf in the ﬂuid reference conﬁgu-
ration: it is the ﬂuid material particle which occupies, at the given
instant, the same spatial position as Xs. The adjective ‘‘macro-
scopic” in the previous sentences is intended to remind to the
reader that the model which is used here does not attempt to de-
scribe in a detailed way how the complex geometrical structure of
the pores varies in the deformation process (see infra for a discus-
sion of this point). Obviously the placement ﬁeld vf can be easily
recovered as it equals ðvs  /1s Þ.
The introduced kinematical description is adapted to describe
the evolution of porous systems in which the solid matrix is open
to ﬂuid ﬁltration (as it happens in consolidation problems, see e.g.
Mandel (1953), Cryer (1963) and Madeo et al. (2008)). For such
open systems, it is necessary to follow the placement of a solid ma-
trix when an unknown amount of ﬂuid, taken from a given reser-
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pores and ﬂowing through its interconnection canals.
It has to be remarked explicitly that our approach is ‘‘purely
macroscopic” and ‘‘variational”.
The approach is purely ‘‘macroscopic” because the kinematical
descriptors for the solid matrix and saturating ﬂuid can be re-
garded as ‘‘averaged” placement ﬁelds obtained from correspond-
ing ‘‘microscopic” ones (see infra). Moreover, in the scheme we
use, all ‘‘microscopic” descriptors which may be relevant are as-
sumed to be given by constitutive equations depending on the
two previously introduced basic ‘‘macroscopic” placements
vs and /s. Here, differently to what done for instance in Dormieux
and Stolz (1992), we do not attempt to deduce any ‘‘macroscopic”
constitutive equations from those valid at ‘‘microscopic” level.
The approach is ‘‘variational” because the evolution equations
for the kinematical ﬁelds are deduced by paralleling the Hamil-
ton–Rayleigh approach. The variational approach has been suc-
cessfully adapted to continuous systems in different contexts:
see e.g. Seliger and Whitham (1968), Germain (1973), Houlsbya
and Puzrin (2002) and Sonnet et al. (2004) for (dissipative or
non-dissipative) Cauchy continua, Bedford and Drumheller
(1979) for porous media, Bedford and Drumheller (1978) for
immiscible mixtures, Bedford and Drumheller (1983) for struc-
tured mixtures and in Mobbs (1982) for viscous ﬂuids. In all these
papers, the evolution equations of a mechanical system are ob-
tained by assuming the variational principle as a primitive concept.
This means that the equations of motions are obtained as a conse-
quence of the variational principle itself. On the other hand, there
also exists other approaches to variational principles which does
not consider it as a primitive concept. Indeed, if one can obtain
the equations of motion for a mechanical system in alternative
ways, in order to check consistency of these equations, it is possi-
ble to look for a variational principle which is compatible with
these equations (see e.g. Altay and Dokmeci (2006)). We decide
to adopt the ﬁrst approach to variational principles and
consequently we obtain equations of motions and jump condi-
tions which are intrinsically consistent with the variational
principle.
In this paper we construct an action functional accounting for
all conservative phenomena occurring in the system and a Rayleigh
dissipation function (i.e. a dissipation given in terms of a quadratic
pseudo-potential). When formulating the principle of virtual work,
we assume that the work done by inertial and internal conserva-
tive forces can be expressed as the ﬁrst variation of the action func-
tional and that the work done by dissipative actions can be
expressed in terms of the Rayleigh dissipation function (see e.g.
Biot (1970) for the discrete formulation of this approach).
The action-based postulation scheme is well posed as the intro-
duced kinematical ﬁelds vs and /s are both functions deﬁned on
the solid matrix reference conﬁguration. To be able to deal with
systems in which surface solid material discontinuities are present
we allow vs and /s to present gradient discontinuities concen-
trated on surfaces. In our analysis we generalize some results
found in Batra et al. (1986).
We recover the bulk evolution equations, already available in
the literature, which are valid in the regularity points of the kine-
matical ﬁelds. Moreover, we obtain the boundary conditions valid
at solid material discontinuity surfaces which are open to ﬂuid
ﬂow. These boundary conditions may be interpreted as a ‘‘surface
balance of force” and a ‘‘surface continuity of chemical potential”.
An Eulerian form of the ﬁrst of these conditions (including inertial
terms) has been obtained in Dormieux et al. (1991) where the prin-
ciple of virtual work was applied to multiphase systems.
Several authors (see e.g. Ochoa-Tapia and Whitaker (1995a,b),
Jager and Mikelic (2000) and Hassanizadeh and Gray (1989)) for-
mulated different boundary conditions to be used at solid materialinterfaces separating porous media and pure ﬂuid. The main part of
their efforts was directed to the justiﬁcation and discussion of the
boundary conditions originally proposed by Beavers and Joseph
(1967), Saffman (1971) for describing dissipation phenomena at
the external interface of a porous systems. Some authors also fo-
cused on the deduction of such conditions by means of a micro–
macro identiﬁcation method: see e.g. Burridge and Keller (1981),
Prat (1988, 1989), Chateau and Dormieux (1998), Marle (1982),
Chandesris and Jamet (2006, 2007), Ochoa-Tapia and Whitaker
(1995b) or Valdés-Paradaa et al. (2006) and references there cited.
On the other hand, in Deresiewicz (1963) a set of boundary condi-
tions valid at interfaces between dissimilar ﬂuid-ﬁlled porous
media are proposed which assure uniqueness of the solution of
ﬁeld equations proposed by Biot (1956a).
The boundary condition stating the ‘‘surface continuity of
chemical potential” obtained in the present paper include an iner-
tial term which, to our knowledge, is not deduced in the literature.
It generalizes the condition found e.g. in Baek and Srinivasa (2004)
(the spirit of which is very similar to the one adopted here). Several
versions of ‘‘surface balance of force” or ‘‘kinematical boundary
conditions” can be found in Deresiewicz (1963), Cieszko and Kubik
(1998), Cieszko and Kubik (1999), Debergue et al. (1999), Goyeau
et al. (2003), Haber and Mauri (1983), Kuznetsov (1997), Le Bars
and Grae Worster (2006), Levy and Sanchez-Palencia (1975),
Rajagopal et al. (1986), Sharma (2008) and Ochoa-Tapia and Whi-
taker (1998).
Our boundary conditions seem suitable to describe (macroscop-
ically) the behavior of solid material interfaces open to ﬂuid ﬂow.
They are deduced without introducing any ‘‘small perturbation”
assumption, so that they seem suitable also when the assumptions
of small deformations of the solid matrix and linearized Stokes
ﬂuid ﬂow cannot be accepted. However, our results are subject to
all the limitations implicit in any Rayleigh-like description of dissi-
pative phenomena based on the introduction of a pseudopotential.
The newly found boundary conditions are effectively Galilean
invariant. To check this statement we revisited Reynolds Transport
Theorem and Hadamard Conditions to derive some kinematical
formulas implicitly used already by Gavrilyuk et al. (1997, 1998).
In these papers these formulas were needed to show that some
evolution equations and boundary conditions assume the form of
conservation laws.
We explicit warn the reader that: (i) we decided to introduce an
explicit notation for distinguish ﬁelds deﬁned on the solid-refer-
ence conﬁguration from those deﬁned on the spatial or ﬂuid-refer-
ence conﬁguration, (ii) we found more convenient to deduce all
kinematical formulas using a space–time (Galilean) four-dimen-
sional formalism, and (iii) we did separate all kinematical deduc-
tions and properties from those which are more physical in nature.
Concerning point (i) we start remarking that when studying one
constituent continua it is possible to proceed in presence of an
abuse of notation in which ﬁelds deﬁned in different conﬁgura-
tions (and therefore corresponding to different mathematical func-
tions) are denoted with the same symbol. This does not seem
careful enough when multicomponent continua are considered. In-
deed such an abuse of notation is, in this case, even more risky than
usual, as one is dealing with models where it is necessary to intro-
duce many different placement ﬁelds and where discontinuity sur-
faces for at least one of these ﬁelds may be present. In ﬂuid-
saturated porous media at least three conﬁgurations, and therefore
domains of deﬁnitions for all considered ﬁelds, need to be consid-
ered. Therefore, we use a notation which is more precise than the
usual one, as it allows us to specify clearly for every considered
tensor ﬁeld in which spatial or material domain it is deﬁned.
Should the reader be disturbed by the notation which we intro-
duced he is invited to recover the standard one simply ignoring
all the circled superscripts.
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venient to consider (as done for instance by Gavrilyuk and Gouin
(1999)) the four-dimensional Galilean space–time as domain for
all handled kinematical ﬁelds. In this way: (a) any moving bi-
dimensional surfaces in the physical space becomes a ﬁxed co-
dimension one surface in four dimensional space–time, (b) piece-
wise regular spatial ﬁelds depending on time when regarded as
ﬁelds with domain in four-dimensional space–time suffer disconti-
nuities across ﬁxed surfaces, (c) space and time differentiation,
space gradients and time derivatives, deformation gradients and
velocities are dealt with in a more compact and uniﬁed manner,
(d) Hadamard jump conditions and Reynolds transport theorems
assume a very simple form, and (e) as a consequence, some useful
– but involved – kinematical relationships are easily seen to stem
from elementary differential geometric ones. Indeed, the four-
dimensional Galilean space–time is the suitable setting to be used
in order to deduce from some well-known results in differential
geometry many properties of piecewise differentiable tensor ﬁelds.
Even if it seems possible to consider weaker regularity conditions
(see e.g. Savaré and Tomarelli (1998)) we try to render the presen-
tation the simplest possible still choosing the admissible kinemat-
ical ﬁelds to be general enough to describe the phenomena we
have in mind.
Concerning point (iii): in our deduction it was necessary to deal
with some important topics in differential geometry, concerning
the mathematical properties of tensor ﬁelds which can be ex-
pressed as gradients of other tensor ﬁelds. In the four-dimensional
setting we have chosen, this is equivalent to study kinematical
properties of multicomponent continua. Sometimes this kinemati-
cal study is presented together with topics the nature of which is
more speciﬁcally mechanical, i.e. related to the postulation scheme
– based on phenomenological considerations – which is assumed
in a speciﬁc modeling situation. We have chosen to keep separate
all kinematical considerations. The abuse of notation mentioned at
point (i) is even more misleading when kinematical assumptions
for placement ﬁelds are mixed with the phenomenological ones
characterizing either the solid or the ﬂuid constituent behavior.
The conjunction of all these confusing choices may loose the reader
in an indistinct list of properties the origin of which is unclear.
Referring to de Boer (1996, 2000, 2005), Rajagopal and Tao
(1995) and Dormieux et al. (2006) for an exhaustive and clear re-
view of the development of porous media theory we limit our-
selves to recall the pioneering works of Fillunger (1936) (which
were made available to the engineers community by Terzaghi
(1943) and Biot (1941)).
The stream of research efforts which were thus originated pro-
duced several different families of mathematical models differing
in the detail in which they aim to describe the reference and cur-
rent conﬁgurations of solid and ﬂuid constituents.
Indeed, the solid matrix, when displacing from its reference
conﬁguration, occupies a different spatial region which delineates
a different empty pore region left to the ﬂuid constituent. Such a
region can have a very complex time-variable shape: therefore
the complete description of its evolution is correspondingly very
difﬁcult. Depending on the detail which is required in such a
description one can introduce a macroscopic or a microscopic
model.
In the context of the theory of porous solids a ‘‘purely micro-
scopic model” is one in which the kinematical description allows
for the complete characterization of the shapes of all matrix inter-
nal pores and of ﬂuid density and velocity at any point inside these
pores.
In the present paper, instead, we consider a mathematical mod-
el for the description of saturating-ﬂuid ﬂow in a porous matrix
(having enough interconnected pores so to allow such ﬂow) which
is purely macroscopic in nature.In purely macroscopic models the ‘‘internal” shape of the por-
ous solid matrix, i.e. the shape of its internal pores, is not described
by any kinematical ﬁeld and therefore the solid matrix kinematical
description is limited to the introduction of a ‘‘homogenized” or
‘‘macroscopic” placement ﬁeld vs. This ﬁeld is deﬁned on a
‘‘homogenized” reference conﬁguration for the solid matrix in
which a solid material particle represents a cluster of pores to-
gether with that part of solid matrix which is delineating them
(for a discussion of the mentioned homogenization procedure see
e.g. Marle (1982), de Buhan et al. (1998a,b) and Hornung (1997)).
The placement of such a macroscopic particle represents the spa-
tial region occupied by the quoted cluster of pores: clearly the
Eulerian mass density related to it is related to the solid mass effec-
tively placed in the given Eulerian volume. Thus an ‘‘apparent” so-
lid mass density, differing from the mass density of the material
constituting the solid matrix, is associated to the introduced mac-
roscopic solid placement ﬁeld. Similarly the description of the
kinematics of the ﬂuid constituent ﬂowing through the pores,
delineated by the solid matrix, is obtained in a purely macroscopic
model by means of the ‘‘homogenized” placement function vf de-
ﬁned on a ‘‘homogenized” ﬂuid reference conﬁguration. The veloc-
ity and apparent mass density related to such a macroscopic
placement ﬁeld do not account for the variations of the ‘‘micro-
scopic” ﬂuid velocity and mass density ﬁelds which occur inside
the pores. Recall that in the present paper we prefer to consider
the ﬁeld /s instead of vf : this is more convenient as /s is deﬁned
in the same domain as vs.
One particular aspect of purely macroscopic models has been
sometimes regarded as their main conceptual weakness. It con-
cerns the physical interpretation which has to be associated to
their basic kinematical descriptors, i.e. the ‘‘homogenized” place-
ment ﬁelds: indeed a ‘‘homogenized” solid particle occupies, at a
given instant, the same place as a ‘‘homogenized” ﬂuid particle.
Nevertheless, this circumstance is not surprising if one carefully
considers the conceptual modeling assumptions underlying purely
macroscopic models. The intuitive interpretation we just came to
give to purely macroscopic theories for ﬂuid saturated porous sol-
ids gains merit once grounded from a mathematical point of view
by the so-called ‘‘Theory of Homogenization” i.e. the mathematical
theory aiming to rigorously deduce macroscopic models from
microscopic ones (see e.g. Hornung (1997) with the references
there cited, Chateau and Dormieux (1995)).
The importance of the Theory of Homogenization cannot be de-
nied. However, it is always possible and very useful to formulate
‘‘directly” a macroscopic theory without being forced to deduce it
from a ‘‘purely microscopic” one. Moreover, up to now very few re-
sults are available about the rigorous deduction of the macroscopic
theory of Darcy ﬂow through a deformable porous medium.
Indeed, it is always possible (and often suitable) to develop a
macroscopic model independently from any microscopic one. Re-
call that Cauchy continuummechanical models for one constituent
bodies are formulated in a ‘‘direct” way without any reference to
‘‘atomistic” or ‘‘molecular” models and that very few practical
models are rigorously justiﬁed by means of homogeneization pro-
cedures. In general, a mathematically coherent macroscopic model
can be always formulated and supplies a useful guidance to the
deduction procedure which starts from microscopic models. These
procedures are often used to supply effective macroscopic consti-
tutive equations in terms of the relevant microscopic properties
of considered systems (see Allaire (1989a,b, 1991a,b,c); for
deduction of rigorous results concerning Darcy ﬂow and to Pan
and Horne (2001), Lee (2004) and Kaasschieter and Frijns (2003)
and references there cited for those concerning deformable
matrices).
One can call ‘‘microscopic models” those intermediate models
in which the macroscopic kinematical description is reﬁned en-
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spatial regions separately occupied by solid and ﬂuid constituents
and some aspects of the motion of the material occupying these re-
gions. The more detailed is the description of the shape of the solid
porous matrix, the more ‘‘microscopic” is the formulated model. It
is clear that different microscopic features of the pore shapes may
be retained in the kinematical description: in some descriptions
one could decide to account only for the ratio of volumes of the re-
gions occupied, respectively, by solid and ﬂuid constituents (thus
introducing the solid volume fraction kinematical ﬁeld) or for the
shape of the canals interconnecting the pore (thus introducing a
tortuosity tensor ﬁeld) or for some geometrical features of the
pores (thus introducing, for instance, the ratio between two
characteristic lengths of the pore). Adding more and more
kinematical descriptors one can more and more precisely approx-
imate the purely microscopic theory. The choice of an ‘‘approxi-
mating” or ‘‘intermediate” microscopic theory results from a
compromise between the need of a precise description of complex
phenomena and the (computational or analytical) difﬁculties
encountered.
We conclude remarking that the aforementioned modeling ef-
forts respond to a strong demand from applications. Innumerable
engineering problems require the design and the control of com-
plex systems in which the ﬂow of a ﬂuid occurs in a region partially
occupied by a deformable solid matrix, the pores of which are
interconnected.
Soil mechanics, geotechnical engineering and geology must
supply the theoretical tools for controlling consolidation and sub-
sidence phenomena, which are often inﬂuenced by related ﬂuid ﬁl-
tration or ﬂow phenomena (see e.g. Mandel (1953) and Terzaghi
(1943)) or the phenomena involved in earthquakes (see e.g. Yang
(1999)) or in the bradyseism and in the related micro-earthquakes
in the Phlegraean Fields – Campi Flegrei region (South Italy) (see
dell’Isola et al. (1998), Casertano et al. (1976), Orsi et al. (1999)).
In biomechanics some phenomena related to the ﬂow of ﬂuids
in a deformable porous matrix are also of interest: bone tissues
are porous and several different ﬂuids ﬁltrate or ﬂow through
those pores which are interconnected. Indeed, it seems now evi-
dent that bone tissue growth is regulated by a feed-back control
system in which the effect of tissue deformation on ﬂuid ﬂow plays
a central role (see e.g. Cowin (2001)).
Underground engineering (e.g. when designing or maintaining
underground cavities for stocking nuclear wastes or gas) also has
to face relevant problems involving phenomena of ﬂuid ﬁltration
and ﬂow in a porous matrix coupled to cracks growth and re-
lated increase of pore volume fraction and cracks interconnection
(see e.g. dell’Isola et al. (2000, 2003) and references there
quoted).
Our model is suitable to be applied to all the aforementioned
cases both under the hypotheses of small and large deformations
of the considered porous medium. In fact, there are practical
problems in which the hypothesis of small deformations is
acceptable and then a linearized model is reﬁned enough to de-
scribe the physical phenomena of interest. Nevertheless, there
are physical problems in which the hypothesis of small deforma-
tion is no longer acceptable and a more general model is
unavoidable. This is the case e.g. when dealing with rubbers,
when they can be considered as permeable porous matrices if
traversed by ﬂuid solvents as toluene. An interesting application
in this sense is given in Baek and Srinivasa (2004) where the ﬁl-
tration of toluene through a gum rubber membrane is investi-
gated. The equations and boundary conditions used can be
deduced from ours when inertia terms are negligible. Of great
interest would be the study of phenomena in which the inertia
terms cannot be neglected and we will address further investiga-
tions in this sense.2. Notations and basic properties of piecewise smooth functions
In this section we recall some basic properties of the gradients
of piecewise differentiable vector ﬁelds both in their regular and
singular points. These properties are necessary to accurately model
the macroscopic motion of a porous system with a moving surface
discontinuity.
If X is an homeomorphism from XBa onto Bb, given two tensor
ﬁelds t and z deﬁned on Ba and Bb, respectively, we denote
t :¼ t X1; z :¼ z X; ð1Þ
in order to distinguish ﬁelds deﬁned in different domains. It is usual
practice in mathematical physics, when transporting tensor ﬁelds
by means of changes of variables, to use the same notation for the
different tensor ﬁelds. This leads to some difﬁculties which are
overcome when dealing with a one-constituent medium by intro-
ducing the adapted notations of material and Eulerian space–time
derivatives. Such abuse of notation can be very misleading in the
case of multi-constituents media where several diffeomorphisms
are present. This is why we introduce this more precise notation
which, although burdening, seems to be unavoidable in this
context.
We denote the usual gradient and divergence of a kth order ten-
sor ﬁeld t deﬁned on Rn by t and DIVtwhich are tensors of order
kþ 1 and k 1, respectively (see Appendix A for details).
Let us now assume that X is a C2-diffeomorphism and denote
F :¼ $X and J :¼ det F. Using these notations the chain rule gives
z ¼ zð Þ  F and t ¼ tð Þ  ðF1Þ ; ð2Þ
and the well-known change of variables formula readsZ
Bb
zdBb ¼
Z
Ba
z JdBa; or
Z
Ba
tdBa ¼
Z
Bb
t ðJ1Þ dBb;
where dBa and dBb denote the volume measures on Ba and Bb,
respectively, and will be omitted in the sequel as no confusion
can arise.
It is easy to check (see Appendix A) that, given a differentiable
tensor ﬁeld z (of order P 1) deﬁned on Bb,
DIVðJz  FTÞ ¼ J ðDIVzÞ ; ð3Þ
and
DIVðJFTÞ ¼ 0: ð4Þ
Finally, if U is a C1 vector ﬁeld deﬁned in Bb and Na and Nb are the
outward unit normal vectors to oBa and oBb, respectively, it can be
proven that (see Appendix A)Z
oBb
U Nb ¼
Z
oBa
U  ðJFT NaÞ:
If Sa is a smooth hypersurface in Ba  Rn, we denote by
TiðxÞ; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n 1, a family of vectors spanning the tangent
space TxðSaÞ of Sa at x and by NaðxÞ the unit normal vector to
Sa at x.
Let t be a tensor ﬁeld deﬁned on Ba. We say that t is piecewise
differentiable (or brieﬂy C1pw) if it is continuous in Ba and if its gra-
dient t is continuous except on a smooth hypersurface Sa. We
denote ½j tj its jump through Sa and we say that Sa is the singu-
larity surface of t (see Appendix B for more precise deﬁnitions). The
well-known Hadamard property (see e.g. Kosin´ski (1986)) states
that the jump of the gradient of a C1pw tensor ﬁeld t is a rank-one
matrix ﬁeld in the form
tj j½  ¼ $tj j½  Na Na ¼ ðð tÞþ Na  ð tÞ NaÞ Na
¼ ot
oNa


 
Na ð5Þ
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other words, for any T 2TxðSaÞ
tðxÞ  Tj j½  ¼ 0: ð6Þ
Given a map X from Ba onto Bb which is a piecewise differentiable
diffeomorphism with singularity surface Sa  Ba, it can be proven
(see Appendix B) that the surface Sb :¼ XðSaÞ is a smooth surface
in Bb with tangent vectors ðF  TiÞ ; i 2 f1;2; . . . ; n 1g. Moreover,
for any normal vector ﬁeld Mb to Sb, the following jump condition
holds on Sa
J1FT
   Mb ¼ 0; ð7Þ
where the quantity J1FT Mb , which is continuous through the
surface, is orthogonal to Sa.
3. Kinematics of a continuumwith a moving surface singularity
3.1. Bulk kinematical identities and Hadamard conditions at moving
boundaries
Let v : Ba :¼ Ba  ð0; TÞ ! R3 be the placement map of a three
dimensional continuum; the ﬁxed domain Ba  R3 is usually called
the reference conﬁguration and the moving volume BbðtÞ :¼ vðBa; tÞ
is called the current conﬁguration. We assume that, at any instant
t, vð; tÞ is a C1pw diffeomorphism with singularity surface SaðtÞ. We
denote SbðtÞ :¼ vðSaðtÞ; tÞ the corresponding surface in BbðtÞ.
We also denote F :¼ rv and v :¼ ov=ot, the usual 3D space gra-
dient of the map v in the domain Ba and the usual velocity ﬁeld in
Ba. Moreover we denote si, i ¼ 1;2 a basis of the tangent space to Sa
and by Na the unit normal vector to Sa.
Some kinematical conditions are sometimes derived in an intri-
cate way and are not distinguished from phenomenological
assumptions. Let us show that they are simple consequences of
the general properties recalled in the previous section. We under-
line their pure kinematical nature and the fact that they are not
based on any physical assumption nor balance principle.
Let us consider the C1pw-diffeomorphism X deﬁned on
Ba :¼ Ba  ð0; TÞ by Xða; tÞ :¼ ðvða; tÞ; tÞ and let us denote by Bb its
image. ThemapX resumes all needed information about themotion
of the considered continuum. In particular, Bb :¼ [t2ð0;TÞBbðtÞ  ftg.
The singularity surfaceSa ofX describes themotion of the singular-
ity surface SaðtÞ by Sa :¼ [t2ð0;TÞSaðtÞ  ftg. Analogously the hyper-
surface Sb :¼ [t2ð0;TÞSbðtÞ  ftg resumes the motion of SbðtÞ.
If f is a tensor ﬁeld on Ba of order kP 1 the components of
which are sffi1 ;i2 ;...;ik , with ik 2 f1;2;3;4g, we decompose f writing
f ¼ ðf; f Þ. Here f and f are the tensors of order k and k 1 deﬁned by
f i1 i2 ...ik1j ¼ fi1 i2 ...ik1 j; j ¼ 1;2;3; f i1 ;i2 ;...;ik1 ¼ fi1 i2 ...ik14:
Using this decomposition for f and U we have f U ¼ f  uþ fu.
Moreover, the 4D space–time gradient and divergence of f are re-
lated to its 3D gradient and time derivative by
f ¼ ðrf; of=otÞ and DIVf ¼ div f þ of=ot:
In particular, if f is a vector ﬁeld, the 4 4 matrix f admits the
block decomposition2
f ¼ rf ðof=otÞ
T
rf of=ot
 !
:
Applying this block decomposition to the gradient of X gives
F :¼ $ X ¼ F v
T
0 1
 
;2 When deﬁning matrices, we identify any vector with the corresponding row
matrix.and we can remark that J :¼ detF coincides with J :¼ detF. Apply-
ing Eq. (3) to f ¼ ðf; 0Þ and f ¼ ð0; f Þ gives
divðJf  FTÞ ¼ Jðdiv fÞ and oðJf Þ
ot
 div Jf  F1  v
	 

¼ J of
ot
 
: ð8Þ
Similarly, Eq. (4) particularizes into
divðJFTÞ ¼ 0; oJ
ot
¼ divðJF1  vÞ: ð9Þ
It is easy to prove that using Eq. (9) in Eq. (8) gives
ðdiv fÞ ¼ rf : F1; of
ot
 
¼ of
ot
rf  F1  v ð10Þ
which encompass the classical relationships between material and
Eulerian derivatives.
Let uðs; tÞ be a time dependent parametrization of the moving
singularity surface SaðtÞ, then the singularity hypersurface Sa ad-
mits the parametrization U deﬁned by Uðs; tÞ ¼ ðuðs; tÞ; tÞ. A 4D
vector ðm;mÞ is orthogonal to Sa if it is orthogonal to the three tan-
gent vectors o1U ¼ ðs1;0Þ, o2U ¼ ðs2;0Þ and oU=ot ¼ ðou=ot;1Þ;
that is if
s1 m ¼ 0; s2 m ¼ 0; ouot mþm ¼ 0:
From the two ﬁrst equalities we deduce that m is proportional to
the normal Na to Sa. Hence the vectors orthogonal to Sa are those
proportional to Ma ¼ ðNa;caÞ, where ca :¼ ou=ot Na is usually
called the celerity of SaðtÞ. As it is well known (see e.g. Kosin´ski
(1986)), this quantity does not depend on the choice of the param-
etrization u.
Noticing that the three vectors
T1 ¼ ðs1;0Þ; T2 ¼ ðs2; 0Þ; T3 ¼ ðcaNa;1Þ
span the tangent hyper-plane to Sa and applying Eq. (6) to the ﬁeld
X gives
½jFj  s1 ¼ 0; ½jFj  s2 ¼ 0; ½jFj  caNa þ ½jvj ¼ 0: ð11Þ
We notice that if Nb and cb are the unit normal vector and the celer-
ity of SbðtÞ, respectively, then Mb :¼ ðNb;cbÞ is orthogonal to Sb.
Hence, Eq. (7) reads in this context
J1FT
   Mb ¼ J1FT Nb ; J1 v  Nb  cb	 
	 
 h i ¼ 0;
which implies
J1FT  Nb
 h i ¼ 0; J1ðv Nb  cb Þ h i ¼ 0: ð12Þ
As noticed at the end of Section 2, the 4D vector
J1FT Mb ¼ ðJ1FT Nb ; J1ðv Nb  cb ÞÞ is orthogonal to Sa
and so colinear to ðNa; caÞ. This implies
Na ¼ J
1FT Nb
kJ1FT Nb k
and ca ¼ J
1ðcb  v  Nb Þ
kJ1FT  Nb k
:
Considering X1 instead of X gives the symmetrical relationships
Nb ¼ ðJF
T NaÞ
ðJFT NaÞ
  and cb ¼
Jca þ J F1  v
	 

Na
	 

ðJFT NaÞ
  : ð13Þ
Finally, let us apply the rank-one property (5) for the jump of the
gradient of the map X. It states the existence of a 4D vector
U ¼ ðu; uÞ, such that
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T
 
0 0
 !
¼ UMa;
the space–time decomposition of which gives
½ Fj j ¼ u Na and vj j½  ¼ uca:
Eliminating u implies the following jump condition on SaðtÞ
ca½jFj ¼ ½jvj  Na: ð14Þ3.2. Balance equations and corresponding jump conditions in the
space–time
Any balance equation for a quantity f on BbðtÞ is of the type
div f þ of=ot ¼ r, where f is the corresponding ﬂux and r is a source
term. This equation is written in the time-space, introducing the
4D ﬁeld f ¼ ðf; f Þ deﬁned on Bb :¼ [t2ð0;TÞBbðtÞ  ftg in the simple
form
DIVf ¼ r; ð15Þ
Recalling Eq. (3), this balance equation is easily transported on
the domain Ba in the form DIVðJf  FTÞ ¼ Jr which is equiva-
lent to
divðJf  FT  Jf  F1  vÞ þ oðJf Þ
ot
¼ Jr : ð16Þ
The jump condition on Sb associated to this balance equation is eas-
ily recovered by considering Eq. (15) in the sense of distributions. If
we do not consider any surface source term, this jump condition
reads ½jf Mbj ¼ 0 which, recalling that Mb ¼ ðNb;cbÞ, reduces to
the more usual equation
½jf Nb  fcbj ¼ 0:
This jump condition is easily transported on Sa: it takes the form
½jf  Nb  f cb j ¼ 0 which recalling (13) also reads
Jf  ðFT NaÞ  Jf  ðF1  vÞ Na  Jcaf
 h i ¼ 0: ð17Þ
Clearly, balance laws symmetrical to (16) and (17) can be obtained
starting from the conservation of a quantity on Ba.4. Porous medium with a solid-material surface singularity
4.1. Kinematics
As we intend to give a macroscopic description of a porous
medium, we consider a continuum made by the superposition of
two continuous phases: a ﬂuid one and a solid one.
Let us introduce the domains Bs  R3 and Bf  R3 (usually re-
ferred to as the Lagrangian conﬁgurations of the two constituents)
and the maps
vs : Bs :¼ Bs  ð0; TÞ ! R3; and vf : Bf :¼ Bf  ð0; TÞ ! R3
which represent the placement of the solid and ﬂuid constituents.
The motion of the ﬂuid inside the solid matrix is described by the
function /s : Bs ! Bf which, at any time t, associates to each solid
particle Xs that particular ﬂuid material particle Xf ¼ /sðXs; tÞ occu-
pying the same physical position as Xs. The three introduced maps
are related by vs ¼ vf  /s. We can assume, extending Bs and /s if
necessary, that /s is an homeomorphism from Bs to Bf . This exten-
sion and the resulting extension of vs have no physical sense, but
make easier the description of open porous media. It will be manda-
tory to check that our ﬁnal equations do not depend on the choice ofthis extension. Therefore vsðBs; tÞ ¼ vf ðBf ; tÞ and we denote BeðtÞ this
time-varying 3D domain referred to as the Eulerian conﬁguration.
In the sequel, in order to apply our previous results, we assume that
the 4D-counterparts of vs, vf and /s are piecewise C
1-diffeomor-
phisms. We note that this assumption on the regularity of the kine-
matical ﬁelds is a pure mathematical assumption and, while natural
in a ‘‘continuum mechanics approach”, may lead to ill-posed prob-
lems when no physical argument enforces it: for instance when the
singularity surface does not remain smooth during some evolution
process, when the ﬂuid is non-viscous and/or when slip is allowed
at the interface.
We still adopt the superscript notation (respectively,
and ) to denote the transport of a tensor ﬁeld from the conﬁg-
uration where it is deﬁned to Bs (respectively Bf , Be). For instance, if
a tensor t is deﬁned on Bf , then t :¼ t  /s, while if it is an Eulerian
ﬁeld deﬁned on Be, then t :¼ t  vs.
We denote the space gradient of the three placements by
Fs :¼ rvs; Ff :¼ rvf ; Gs :¼ r/s;
and its determinant by
Js :¼ det Fs; Jf :¼ det Ff ; Is :¼ detGs
It is immediate to check, that the chain rule gives
Fs ¼ Ff  Gs and Js ¼ Jf Is.
We deﬁne now the classical Lagrangian velocity ﬁelds
vs and vf , associated to the motion of the solid and of the ﬂuid
constituent, on Bs and Bf and, on Bs, the time derivative us of the
map /s, which is not a velocity in the classical sense, but plays a
central role in further calculations:
vs :¼ ovsot ; vf :¼
ovf
ot
; us :¼ o/sot :
By the chain rule we get
0 ¼ o
ot
/s /
1
s ðXf ; tÞ; t
   ¼ Gs  o/1sot þ us 
This relationship allows us to link vs, vf and us:
vf ¼
ovf
ot
¼ o
ot
vs /
1
s ðXf ; tÞ; t
   ¼ Fs  o/1sot þ vs
¼ Fs  ðGs Þ1  us þ vs :
Transporting this relationship on Bs gives
vf ¼ vs  Fs:G1s :us: ð18Þ
Let us deﬁne the acceleration ﬁelds cs, cf and as as the time deriv-
atives of vs, vf and us, respectively. Using Eq. (10) for the diffeo-
morphism /s, it is straightforward that
o
ot
vf ¼ cf þrvf  G1s  us ð19Þ
Finally, since it is needed for further calculations, we compute the
time derivative of the tensor Fs  G1s ; using (10) for the map /s it
is straightforward to recover that
o
ot
ðFs  G1s Þ ¼
o
ot
Ff ¼ rFf  G1s  us þ ðrvf Þ
¼ rðFs  G1s Þ  G1s  us þrvf  G1s : ð20Þ
In the sequel we focus on a surface SsðtÞ which may be a surface of
singularity for vs and/or /s and on the image surfaces
Sf ðtÞ ¼ /sðSsðtÞ; tÞ and SeðtÞ ¼ vsðSsðtÞ; tÞ ¼ vf ðSf ðtÞ; tÞ which are
moving surfaces in Bf and BeðtÞ. We apply to these surfaces the
notations and formulas stated in the previous sections. In particular,
we introduce the celerities cs, cf and ce of SsðtÞ, Sf ðtÞ and SeðtÞ,
respectively.
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surface Ss is a solid-material surface discontinuity which means that
it does not depend on time. In other words, from now on, we
assume that Ss is parametrized by a function u which does not
depend on time. Consequently, the celerity cs of the surface Ss is
vanishing. This particular case of solid-material surface has many
applications. It models all those phenomena in which Ss divides
the solid skeleton in two parts with different mechanical proper-
ties (e.g. different porosities, rigidities, etc.) It also models, as a lim-
it case, the boundary of a ﬂuid-ﬁlled porous matrix in contact with
a pure ﬂuid.
The hypothesis that the surface is solid-material ðcs ¼ 0Þ, apply-
ing (14) to both vs and /s, implies
½jvsj ¼ 0 and ½jusj ¼ 0 on Ss:
We underline that these equations do not imply ½jvf j ¼ 0.
We ﬁnally remark that if ðvs  vf Þ Ne ¼ 0, or equivalently by
(18) and (13), us  Nf ¼ 0, then from (11)
½jFf  usj ¼ ½jvs  vf j ¼ 0:4.2. Balance of masses
The masses MsðBÞ and Mf ðBÞ of solid skeleton and ﬂuid con-
tained in a part B  Be of the physical space at time t are repre-
sented by means of two Eulerian densities qs and qf ,
respectively, in the form
MsðBÞ ¼
Z
B
qs; Mf ðBÞ ¼
Z
B
qf :
These densities are usually called ‘‘apparent densities” and they do
not coincide with the mass densities of the materials which con-
stitute the solid skeleton or the ﬂuid. Simple changes of variables
give
MsðBÞ ¼
Z
v1s ðBÞ
qs Js and Mf ðBÞ ¼
Z
v1s ðBÞ
qf Js ¼
Z
v1
f
ðBÞ
qf Jf ;
which leads us to introduce the ‘‘solid-Lagrangian apparent densities”
gs, mf for the solid and the ﬂuid constituent deﬁned on Bs by
gs :¼ Jsqs , mf :¼ Jsqf and the ‘‘ﬂuid-Lagrangian apparent density”
gf of the ﬂuid constituent on Bf by gf :¼ Jfqf . The densities
mf and gf are related by mf ¼ Isgf .
As we do not intend to model melting, dissolution or erosion
phenomena, we assume conservation of mass for each constituent.
Mass conservation for the solid skeleton and the ﬂuid take the form
of the balance laws
o
ot
gs ¼ 0; and
o
ot
gf ¼ 0:
which are of the type studied in Section 3.2. The results of Section
3.2 give the associated jump conditions ½jgsjcs ¼ 0 and ½jgf jcf ¼ 0
on Ss and Sf , respectively. As cs ¼ 0 the ﬁrst equation is trivially sat-
isﬁed. So is is the second one if one assumes (which, as it is well
known, can be done for a ﬂuid without loss of generality) that gf
is constant in space and time. However, the pull-back on Bs of the
ﬂuid balance and jump equations, using the transport formulas
(16) and (17) together with Eq. (18) gives the non-trivial equations
_mf þ divD ¼ 0 on Bs;
½jDj Ns ¼ 0 on Ss;
ð21Þ
where D :¼ mfG1s  us and _mf :¼ omf =ot. The vector D is inter-
preted as the mass ﬂuid ﬂux through the porous medium in the
Lagrangian conﬁguration of the skeleton. The quantity D Ns, which
is well deﬁned at the interface Ss, is the ﬂux (per unit area of Ss) of
ﬂuid ﬂowing through the interface. We introduced :¼ D NskJsFTs  Nsk
 !
¼ qf ðvf  vs Þ Ne
¼ gf kðJ1f FTf Þ NekðNf  usÞ ð22Þ
which is well deﬁned at the interface Se and corresponds to the ﬂux
(per unit area of Se) of ﬂuid ﬂowing through the interface.
5. Evolution equations and associated jump conditions in
presence of dissipation
5.1. Action and Rayleigh functionals
We start by recalling that the kinematics of the considered por-
ous medium is described by means of the ﬁelds vs and /s deﬁned
on Bs.
Then, we introduce the kinetic energy
1
2
Z
Be
ðqsðvs Þ2 þ qf ðvf Þ2Þ ¼
Z
Bs
Kðgs;mf ;vs;vf Þ
where Kðgs;mf ;vs;vf Þ ¼ 1=2ðgsðvsÞ2 þmf ðvf Þ2Þ is the solid-
Lagrangian pull-back of the kinetic energy density.
We now assume that the potential energy of the porous med-
ium is characterized by a local density W on Bs which depends
on the kinematic descriptors vs and /s through the placement vs,
the strain tensor e :¼ 1=2ðFTs  Fs  IÞ and the quantity of ﬂuid con-
tained in the porous medium mf ¼ Isgf . For instance W can be the
sum of a non-homogeneous deformation energy potential
Wiðe;mf ;XsÞ and a potential accounting for external body forces
Wg ¼ ðgs þmf ÞEpðvsðXsÞÞ. As we do not intend to model surface
tension phenomena, we do not consider any concentration of en-
ergy on the singularity surface Ss. Neither do we consider any
dependence of W on higher gradients of the kinematical ﬁelds as
done for instance in Sciarra et al. (2008).
Setting Bs :¼ Bs  ð0; TÞ, we deﬁne the action functional A for
the porous system as
A :¼
Z
Bs
ðKWÞ:
It is well known that, in absence of dissipation, imposing the sta-
tionarity of the action implies that the kinematic descriptors satisfy
the virtual power principle i.e. a weak form of the balance of
momentum. As we want to account for dissipation phenomena,
we introduce a generalized Rayleigh dissipation pseudo-potential
R on the Eulerian conﬁguration. In linear thermodynamics the dis-
sipation 2R is a quadratic form of the velocity ﬁelds
2R ¼
Z
BenSe
Dðvs  vf ;rðvs Þ;rðvf ÞÞ
þ
Z
Se
DS ðvs Þ; ðvs Þþ; ðvf Þ; ðvf Þþ
	 

ð23Þ
where the volume density D is a positive quadratic form, the sur-
face density DS is a Galilean invariant quadratic form (the coefﬁ-
cients of these two forms may also depend on all the static
parameters). In the sequel, we limit ourselves to the case
D ¼ ðvs  vf Þ  K  ðvs  vf Þ þ r vs  vf
	 

: B
: r vs  vf
	 

þrvf : M : rvf ð24Þ
DS ¼ ½jvf j  S  ½jvf j ð25Þ
where K and S are second order symmetric, positive tensors,M and
B are symmetric positive fourth order tensors, the symbol ‘‘:” stands
for the double contraction product. The tensor K accounts for the
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meability tensor. The tensor B accounts for Brinkman dissipation
(see e.g. Brinkman (1947)). Classical ﬂuid viscous effects are de-
scribed by M, while S describes friction effects at the interface.
We already noticed that, as the extension of vs is arbitrary in a pure
ﬂuid region, the model should not depend on vs in this region.
Hence, K and B have to vanish in any pure ﬂuid region.
This Rayleigh dissipation is pulled back on Bs by simply chang-
ing the variables
2R ¼
Z
BsnSs
JsD þ
Z
Ss
DS kJsFTs Nsk:
In the application of this formula, the change of variables in DS and
in the ﬁrst term of D is straightforward. The terms involving gradi-
ents in D need to be transported according to formula (2).
We ﬁnally introduce, respectively, the Darcy friction force j, the
Brinkman stress tensorP, the ﬂuid viscous stress tensorPf and the
friction surface force r as
j :¼ K  ðvs  vf Þ; P :¼ B : rðvs  vf Þ;
Pf :¼M : rvf ; r :¼ S  ½jvf j:5.2. Equations of motion
Let us denote by q :¼ ðvs;/sÞ the kinematic descriptor of the
medium (a ﬁeld deﬁned on Bs). Hence the actionA is a functional
of q. Moreover, let us denote by qt , _qt the ﬁelds deﬁned at any in-
stant t on Bs by qtðXsÞ :¼ qðXs; tÞ and _qtðXsÞ :¼ oq=otðXs; tÞ. The
Rayleigh potential R is, at each instant t, a functional of ðqt ; _qtÞ.
The physical principle which determines the motion of a system
can be alternatively stated in the framework of second Newton’s
law (balance of momentum), of D’Alembert principle (weak formu-
lation of momentum balance) or of Rayleigh–Hamilton principle.
We adopt this last approach which reads
oA
oq
dq ¼
Z T
0
oR
o _qt
 dqt

dt: ð26Þ
Here, oA=oq and oR=o _qt must be understood in the sense of func-
tional differentiation.
Up to now, the functionals we have introduced do not depend
on the choice of the reference conﬁguration of the ﬂuid. The choice
of admissible test functions is now crucial: if one considers only
regular test functions d/s, one gives an undeserved importance to
the choice of the reference conﬁguration of the ﬂuid and one can
then obtain unphysical equations. Indeed, a C1pw change of conﬁgu-
rationFmay transform a continuous test function n in a discontin-
uous function d/s ¼ ðrFÞ  n which is a test function as
legitimate as n. This problem can be overcome by considering all
test functions d/s ¼ ðrFÞ  n where n is a C1 function with com-
pact support included in Bs and F is any time-independent C
1
pw
diffeomorphism deﬁned on Bf , the gradient of which C has con-
stant determinant (which can be set equal to 1 without loss of gen-
erality). Indeed, since we decided to work with a constant ﬁeld gf
in the ﬂuid reference conﬁguration, we need to set detC ¼ 1 to
preserve this assumption. We denote S	f the singularity surface of
F (which is ﬁxed in Bf ), S
	 :¼ /1s ðS	f Þ (a moving singularity surface
in Bs) and S
	 :¼ [t2ð0;TÞS	ðtÞ  ftg.
As the reference conﬁguration of the solid has a precise physical
meaning, we simply consider test functions dvs of class C
1 with
compact support included in Bs. Note that, as we only consider
variations with compact support in Bs, we work with ﬁxed initial
ðt ¼ 0Þ and terminal ðt ¼ TÞ conditions. We also work with ﬁxed
q (Dirichlet type boundary conditions) on the boundary of the con-
sidered domain Bs. This assumption of variations with compactsupport is the only constraint introduced in our variational princi-
ple, but it does not affect the expected result since we are only
interested here in the bulk equations and the jump conditions on
the singularity surface Ss inside the domain Bs. Recalling that
gs and gf are given ﬁxed ﬁelds, that e, mf , vs and vf are all de-
ﬁned in terms of vs and /s, then A and R becomes functions of
vs and /s. We assume that the variational principle (26) holds for
all variations dq ¼ ðdvs; d/sÞ with the regularity described above.
After long computation which we postpone to Appendix C, the
extended Hamilton-Rayleygh principle (26) reads
0 ¼
Z
BsnSs
gscs þmf cf þ
oW
ovs
 div Fs  oWoe
 
 div JsðPf ÞT  FTs
  
 dvs

Z
BsnðSs[S	Þ
GTs  mf Fs  cf þmfr
oW
omf
 
FTs  Jsj  div JsðP Pf ÞT  FTs
  !
 d/s
þ
Z
Ss
Fs
oW
oe
 vf  Dþ JsðPf ÞT  FTs
 
 Ns


 
 dvs
þ
Z
Ss[S	
GTs  mf
oW
omf
Ns  12mf vf
 2
Ns þ FTs  vf  D  Ns
 !
 d/s


" #
þ
Z
Ss[S	
GTs  FTs  ðJs ðP Pf ÞT
 
 FTs  Ns  kJsFTs  Nskr Þ  d/s


 
:
ð27Þ
First let us consider arbitrary test functions dvs and d/s ¼ n with
compact support included in Bs n Ss. We get the following system
of equations valid in Bs n Ss
ðgscs þmf cf Þ þ div Fs 
oW
oe
 
 oW
ovs
¼ div JsðPf ÞT  FTs
	 

; ð28Þ
mf ðFTs  cf þr
oW
omf
 
Þ ¼ FTs  Jsj  div JsðP Pf ÞT  FTs
	 
	 

:
ð29Þ
Therefore the ﬁrst two integrals in (27) vanish. Considering now
d/s ¼ 0 and arbitrary dvs we get the jump condition valid on Ss:
Fs  oWoe  vf  Dþ JsðPf Þ
T  FTs


 
Ns ¼ 0;
which we prefer to write, using the continuity of vs,
Fs  oWoe  ðvf  vsÞ  Dþ JsðPf Þ
T  FTs


 
 Ns ¼ 0: ð30Þ
Dealing with the last two terms in (27) is more tricky. We ﬁrst take
advantage of the continuity of n ¼ ðC Þ1  d/s to write
0¼
Z
Ss[S	
GTs  mf
oW
omf
Ns12mf ðvf Þ
2NsþFTs vf D Ns
 
C


 
n
þ
Z
Ss[S	
GTs FTs  ðJs ðP Pf ÞT
 
FTs NskJsFTs Nskr Þ C


 
n:
Using the arbitrariness of n, we get the local condition on Ss
0 ¼ GTs  mf
oW
omf
Ns  12mf ðvf Þ
2  Ns þ FTs  vf  D  Ns
 
 C


 
þ GTs  FTs  ðJs ðP Pf ÞT
 
 FTs  Ns  kJsFTs  Nskr Þ  C


 
:
ð31Þ
Then we choose a continuous ﬁeld C (e.g. C ¼ I). We project Eq.
(31) on the tangent plane to Sf by considering se an arbitrary tan-
gent vector to Se, and multiplying the equation by the vector
ðC Þ1  Gs  F1s  se , we get
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 h i Ne kJsFTs Nskse r ¼0:
which we prefer to write, using the continuity of vs and the deﬁni-
tion of r,
se  vf  vs
 h id þ se  ðP Pf ÞT h i Ne
 kJsFTs Nskse  S  vf  vs
 h i ¼ 0: ð32Þ
Moreover, we also project the jump condition (31) in the direction
of the continuous quantity ðC Þ1  us ¼ ðC Þ1  Gs  F1s 
ðvf  vsÞ (which, owing to (22) is not a tangent vector when
d–0), we get
1
2
ðvf Þ2  vf  vs þ
oW
omf
 

 
d
þ ðvf  vsÞ  ðP Pf ÞT
	 

Ne  r
	 
 h i ¼ 0:
which we prefer to write, using the continuity of vs,
1
2
ðvf  vsÞ2 þ
oW
omf
 

 
d
þ ðvf  vsÞ  ðP Pf ÞT
	 

Ne  r
	 
 h i ¼ 0: ð33Þ
Up to now, we used only continuous ﬁeldsC. We stress the fact that
no extra condition can be established by using arbitrary non-contin-
uous C when d–0. Indeed, if d–0 then cf–0 (owing to (13) and to
the fact that cs ¼ 0). If at a time t0, the surface S	 coincides with
Ss, it is moving with the celerity cf , then, since Ss is ﬁxed, the
two surfaces coincide at time t0 only. Hence, at almost every time,
C is continuous across Ss.
The situation is completely different when d ¼ 0. Note that in
this case Eq. (33) is useless (it reduces to a particular case of
(32)). When d ¼ 0, we start by simplifying Eq. (31) using the fact
that D  Ns ¼ 0, that vf is continuous and consequently that r
vanishes. We also use the fact that ½jIsðC ÞT  GTs  Nsj ¼ 0 (ob-
tained by applying Eq. (12) to the C1pw diffeomorphism /
1
s F).
We get
ðC ÞT  GTs  mf
oW
omf
Ns þ FTs  JsðP Pf ÞT  FTs Ns
 

 
¼ 0:
ð34Þ
If d ¼ 0 during a time interval, on a non-negligible part of Ss, then Sf
is ﬁxed ðcf ¼ 0Þ and one can chooseF such that S	 coincides with Ss
on this part: we can choose non-continuous ﬁelds C. First, let us
choose them of the type C ¼ bsf Nf , with b arbitrary and discon-
tinuous. Using this expression for C and Eq. (32) with d ¼ 0, we
obtain
½jb jðse  ðP Pf ÞT  Ne ÞNf ¼ 0;
which, since ½jb j is arbitrary gives the following conditions valid
on both sides of Ss
ðse  ðP Pf ÞT  Ne Þ ¼ 0; ðse  ðP Pf ÞT Ne Þþ ¼ 0:
ð35Þ
Owing to these conditions, Eq. (34) becomes
ðC ÞT  GTs  Ns mf
oW
omf
þ Ns  FTs  JsðP Pf ÞT  FTs Ns
 

 
¼ 0:
or, using again the continuity of IsðC ÞT  GTs Ns,
oW
omf
þ 1
mf
Ns  FTs  JsðP Pf ÞT  FTs Ns
 

 
¼ 0: ð36ÞIn conclusion, the motion of the porous medium is ruled by Eqs.
(28) and (29) valid far from Ss and, if d–0, by the jump conditions
(30), (32) and (33) valid on Ss. If d ¼ 0, the last two conditions have
to be replaced by the three conditions stated in (35) and (36). In
both cases d ¼ 0; d–0 it must be recalled that the kinematical con-
dition ½jvsj ¼ 0 has been used.
We remark that this system of equations respects Galilean
invariance. Indeed, all equations (as well as the criterium
d ¼ 0 or d–0) involve only Galilean invariant physical quantities.
Eqs. (28) and (30) encompass the well known Lagrangian bal-
ance equation for the total stress and the corresponding jump con-
dition: these equations only involve physical quantities. As for Eqs.
(29), (32), (33), (35) and (36), they are not available in the
literature.
6. The case of a deformable porous medium surrounded by a
pure ﬂuid
In this section we consider the case of a surface discontinuity Ss
separating a porous medium (which occupies the volume Bþs ) from
a pure ﬂuid (which occupies the volume Bs ). When the ﬂuid is pure
(and when external body forces are neglected), its Eulerian energy
density, its chemical potential and its pressure are functions of its
mass density only. These three real functions are denoted, respec-
tively, by Wf , lf and pf . They are related by
lf ðyÞ ¼ W0f ðyÞ and pf ðyÞ ¼ Wf ðyÞ þ yW0f ðyÞ; ð37Þ
In the sequel, as no ambiguity can arise, we simply denote lf ,
pf and Wf the ﬁelds lf ðqf Þ, pf ðqf Þ and Wf ðqf Þ deﬁned on Be. The
restriction W of the potentialW in Bs is that of a pure ﬂuid: trans-
porting the Eulerian density Wf ðqf Þ on Bs, we get
Wðe;mf Þ ¼ JsWf ðqf Þ ¼ JsWf ðJ1s mf Þ; ð38Þ
Note that Js is a function of e only, as we have
Js ¼ detFs ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
detð2eþ IÞ
p
and that oJs=oe ¼ JsF1s  FTs . Thus we
have
oW
oe
¼ ðWf þ lf qf Þ
oJs
oe
¼ pf JsF1s  FTs ; and
oW
omf
¼ lf :
As for the porous region, we simply denoteWþ the potential density
function in Bþs .
In the pure ﬂuid region Bs we clearly have gs ¼ 0 and P ¼ 0.
Moreover, as already noticed, K ¼ 0, M ¼ 0.
Under these assumptions, using Eqs. (9) and (37), we obtain the
following expression for the equation of motion (28) in Bs :
mf cf ¼ div Fs 
oW
oe
 
þ div JsðPf ÞT  FTs
	 

¼ div Jsðpf Iþ ðPf ÞTÞ  FTs
	 

¼ Js divðpf IþPTf Þ
	 

:
As expected, this last equation, when transported on the Eulerian
conﬁguration, is the usual Navier–Stokes equation for the motion
of a ﬂuid:
qf cf ¼ rpf þ divPTf : ð39Þ
The existence of a supplementary Eq. (29) may seem astonishing.
Under the hypotheses we formulated, recalling (38) and (37), Eq.
(29) can be rewritten
mfF
T
s  cf þmfrlf ¼ FTs  div JsðPf ÞT  FTs
	 

;
which, multiplied on the left by FTs , and then rewritten on the Eule-
rian conﬁguration gives
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;qf cf þ qfrlf
¼ divPTf ;
This last equation is clearly equivalent to Eq. (39) owing to the iden-
tity rpf ¼ qf rðlf Þ. Hence, as expected, the ﬂuid is governed only
by the usual Navier–Stokes equation.
Let us consider the Eulerian form of jump condition (30) on the
surface Ss which divides the porous medium region B
þ
s from the
pure ﬂuid region Bs :
J1s Fs 
oW
oe
 FTs þ ðPf ÞT
 þ
 Ne
¼ ðpf ÞNe þ ½jvf  vsjd þ ðPf ÞT
	 

 Ne : ð40Þ
The reader can recognize in the left-hand side of this equation the
total Cauchy stress tensor of the porous medium. It appears clearly
that, as predictable, the action of the ﬂuid on the surface do not de-
pend on the extension of vs.
As for the jump conditions (32) or (35), they remain unchanged,
as they do not involve W. Since they are written in Eulerian form,
they also do not depend on the extension of vs.
Considering the jump conditions (33) or (36), we remark that in
this special case one just has to replace oW=omf by the chemical
potential of the ﬂuid lf . They are both written in Eulerian form
if one recognizes that the term ð1=mf Ns  FTs  JsðP Pf ÞT 


FTs  NsÞj can be rewritten as ð1=qf Ne  ðP Pf ÞT  Ne Þ


 
.
In conclusion, the motion of the porous medium is driven by
two independent equations of the type (28) and (29), while the
motion of the pure ﬂuid is driven by a simple equation in the form
(39). The differential system is completed by the jump conditions
(32) and (33) in the case d–0 and by the jump conditions (35)
and (36) if d ¼ 0.
7. Conclusions
In this paper the conﬁguration of a ﬂuid-ﬁlled porous medium
is characterized by means of the placement ﬁelds vs and /s. More-
over, suitable action and dissipation functionals are postulated in
order to account for the mechanical properties of a deformable so-
lid matrix permeable to ﬂuid ﬂow. Therefore, the obtained Euler–
Lagrange–Rayleigh equations naturally determine the time evolu-
tion of the ﬁelds vs, mf and us which represent the solid place-
ment, the solid-Lagrangian density of the ﬂuid and the solid–
ﬂuid relative velocity, respectively.
In the presented model the ‘‘solid volume fraction” m does not
appear explicitly as a kinematical ﬁeld: nevertheless, solid volume
fraction plays a crucial role, for instance, in the determination of
the macroscopic deformation energy of the ﬂuid-ﬁlled solid matrix.
Indeed, when the macroscopic constitutive equations for such a
system need to be postulated, the most natural choice actually is
to deduce them starting from the microscopic constitutive equa-
tions of the pure ﬂuid and solid constituents. This is exactly what
is done in the literature stemming from the papers of Fillunger,
Terzaghi and Biot (see e.g. Biot (1941, 1956a,b, 1962, 1963), Biot
and Willis (1957), Beavers and Joseph (1967), Coussy and Bourbie
(1984), Coussy et al. (1998), Coussy (2004), de Boer (1996), Deres-
iewicz (1963), Dormieux and Stolz (1992), Saffman (1971) and
Wilmanski (2006)).
One suggestive reasoning to explain such an approach and its
logical limits can be the following. Let us assume that a macro-
scopic solid material particle is in a state described by the macro-
scopic deformation gradient Fs and that the macroscopic ﬂuid
saturating particle has a (solid referential) density mf . Then, themicroscopic deformation energy wtot of the ﬂuid-ﬁlled porous ma-
trix can be expressed, in terms of the ﬂuid and solid volume frac-
tions mf and m, as follows:
wtotðFs;mf ; mf ; mÞ ¼ wsðFs; mÞ þ wf
J1s mf
mf
 !
ð41Þ
where ws is the microscopic deformation energy of a solid matrix
when it experiences themacroscopic deformationFs and its solid vol-
ume fraction is given by m, while wf is the microscopic deformation
energy of the permeating ﬂuid. In order to obtain from (41) a macro-
scopic energy density, one needs to assume a kind of ‘‘instantaneous
local equilibrium hypothesis”. In other words, it must be assumed
that, for ﬁxed Fs and mf , with characteristic timesmuch shorter than
those characterizing macro-phenomena, the ﬂuid and solid volume
fractions adjust to a local equilibriumvalue. These equilibriumvalues
are obtained by solving the following local minimization problem:
ﬁnd the functions mf ðFs;mf Þ and mðFs;mf Þ such that
wtotðFs;mf ; mf ðFs;mf Þ; mðFs;mf ÞÞ ¼minmf ;m wtotðFs;mf ; mf ; mÞ: ð42Þ
The minimization problem (42) is crucial and has been solved in
very clever ways under physically acceptable assumptions. The
resulting macro-deformation energy density is thus obtained as
follows
WðFs;mf Þ ¼ wtotðFs;mf ; mf ðFs;mf Þ; mðFs;mf ÞÞ: ð43Þ
In the present paper we refrain from any attempt of deducing any
particular form for W. Our aim is to ﬁnd a logically consistent set
of evolution equations and boundary conditions for models in
which the independent kinematical descriptors are vs and /s.
To our knowledge, the inertia terms appearing in the jump con-
ditions (32) and (33) are not found in the literature. Moreover, all
presented boundary conditions are valid also when the solid ma-
trix is suffering large deformations and when the Stokes ﬂuid-ﬂow
condition is not applicable.
A deduction of a jump condition similar to (33) and valid in the
particular case of absence of inertia, of Darcy–Brinkman and
Beavers–Joseph dissipation is presented in Baek and Srinivasa
(2004).
Other authors (see e.g. Neale and Nader (1974), Vafai and Thiy-
agaraja (1987), Vafai and Kim (1990) and Poulikakos and
Kazmierczak (1987)) based themselves on the pioneering works of
Beavers and Joseph (1967) and Saffman (1971), to justify the so-
called slip boundary conditions at the interface between a porous
matrix and an external viscous ﬂuid. Beavers–Joseph–Saffman con-
ditions include the continuity of the tangent components of the rel-
ative velocity at the interface between the porous medium and the
external ﬂuid. Moreover, they express the jump of the gradient of
the tangent relative velocity in terms of the common value of tan-
gent velocity at the interface. Nevertheless, they only describe phe-
nomena related to the viscosity of the outﬂowing ﬂuid with no
consideration of inertial effects and Darcy–Brinkman dissipation.
Beavers–Joseph–Saffman conditions can be deduced from our jump
condition (40), once assuming that the solidmatrix is suffering small
deformation and when Stokes ﬂuid-ﬂow condition is veriﬁed.
The jump conditions deduced in Deresiewicz (1960, 1962a,b,c,
1963, 1964a,b) are suitable to assure that the differential problem
of Darcy–Fillunger–Terzaghi–Biot is well-posed (see Fillunger
(1936), Terzaghi (1943), Biot (1941, 1956a,b, 1962, 1963) and Biot
andWillis (1957)). These jump conditions can be obtained as a par-
ticular case from Beavers–Joseph–Saffman conditions, once it is
possible to neglect dissipative phenomena at the considered inter-
face. In Albers (2006), Wilmanski (1999, 2006), de la Cruz et al.
(1992) and Quiroga-Goode and Carcione (1997) the jump
conditions proposed by Deresiewicz (1963) are used to study wave
propagation phenomena at discontinuity surfaces in porous media.
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and Coussy (1985a,b, 1986) and Coussy (2004), a variational ap-
proach is used to study some wave propagation phenomena of
interest in oil industry: the boundary conditions proposed by
Deresiewicz (1963) are examined there with a view towards the
applications.
In Kubik and Cieszko (2005) a dissipative Rayleigh surface po-
tential is proposed which is suitable to produce a particular form
of Beavers–Joseph–Saffman boundary conditions: many versions
of them are compared in Alazmi and Vafai (2001).
As for our jump conditions (30), (32) and (33), they also allow
for describing phenomena in which inertial effects are relevant.
The inertia terms, which are here newly introduced, are at least
quadratic in the relative velocity ﬁelds at the interface: when
Stokes ﬂuid-ﬂow conditions hold (and when the solid matrix is
subjected to ‘‘small deformations”) they may be negligible. Indeed,
when the equations are linearized in the neighborhood of a state of
rest (i.e. when all velocity ﬁelds and their gradients are vanishing)
the aforementioned inertia terms do not produce, in the resulting
boundary conditions, any term additional to those appearing in
Beavers–Joseph–Saffman conditions. However, when the lineariza-
tion procedure is performed in the neighborhood of a state in
which some velocity ﬁelds are not vanishing, then inertia terms
cannot be neglected.
Moreover, one should remark that in Ochoa-Tapia andWhitaker
(1998) some inertial effects at the interface are considered. How-
ever, they deduce no-slip conditions for tangential velocity and a
normal-to-the-interface boundary condition by means of an aver-
aging procedure involving ‘‘excess quantities”. Their assumptions
produce inertia terms in which only the tangential part of the ﬂuid
velocity appears.
Finally, we remark that the dissipation Rayleigh functional
which we assumed to be a quadratic form in the relative and ﬂuid
velocities, does not need to be restricted to this particular form and
can be generalized to any power dissipation law. This generaliza-
tion would be of interest in the study of particular ﬂuids (as poly-
meric ﬂuids and slurries) in which dissipation effects cannot be
adequately described by the classical linearly viscous ﬂuid model
(see Dunn and Rajagopal (1995), Rajagopal and Srinivasa (2000),
Srinivasa (2000)). In this paper we preferred to limit the range of
applicability of our model to the dissipation phenomena encom-
passed by the classical approach of Rayleigh and to postpone a
more complex modeling to further investigations.
Future investigations will be aimed to get a generalization of
the newly found boundary conditions to the case of shock waves.
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Appendix A. Proof of the properties of the gradients of c2 vector
ﬁelds
We prove here the properties of smooth tensor ﬁelds which are
the gradient of some vector ﬁeld.
Notation 1. For any differentiable kth order tensor ﬁeld t ¼ ti1 ...ik
deﬁned on Rn, we denote by t its gradient and, when
kP 1 and ik varies in f1;2; . . . ;ng, by DIVt its divergence.
The components of these tensors are given by33 The symbol oj indicates the partial derivative of a function with respect to the jth
component of its argument. Moreover in order to lighten notations, we adopt the
Einstein summation convention on repeated indices dropping the summation symbol.ð tÞi1 i2 ...ikþ1 :¼ oikþ1 ðti1 i2 ...ik Þ; ðDIVtÞi1 i2 ...ik1 :¼
Xn
ik¼1
oik ðti1 i2 ...ik Þ:
We assume here that X is a C2-diffeomorphism from Ba  Rn onto
Bb  Rn and we recall that F :¼ $X and J :¼ det F.
Next proposition gives a transport formula for the divergence
operator and states an important property for the gradient of a
diffeomorphism.
Proposition 1. Let X be a C2-diffeomorphism between the domains
Ba and Bb. For any differentiable tensor ﬁeld z (of orderP 1) deﬁned
on Bb the following equation holds
DIVðJz  FTÞ ¼ JðDIVzÞ : ð44Þ
In particular
DIVðJFTÞ ¼ 0: ð45Þ
Proof. Let us consider a differentiable scalar ﬁeld w with
compact support included in Ba. Owing to the regularity assump-
tions on X, the corresponding scalar ﬁeld w on Bb has compact
support and is differentiable on Bb. A simple change of variables
gives
Z
Bb
w DIVz ¼
Z
Ba
wðDIVzÞ J: ð46Þ
On the other hand, using the divergence theorem and recalling that
w has compact support
Z
Bb
w DIVz ¼ 
Z
Bb
z  w : ð47Þ
Starting from Eq. (47), using successively formula (2) for w , a
change of variables, the divergence theorem and the fact that w
has compact support we get the following equalities
Z
Bb
w DIVz ¼ 
Z
Bb
z  ð w  F1Þ ¼ 
Z
Ba
z  FT  wJ
¼
Z
Ba
wDIVðJz  FTÞ: ð48Þ
The comparison between Eq. (46) and the last term of Eq. (48)
givesZ
Ba
wðDIVzÞ J ¼
Z
Ba
wDIVðJz  FTÞ:
The fact that this last equality is satisﬁed for any w with compact
support included in Ba proves (44). It is enough to apply (44) choos-
ing for z the identity tensor to get (45). h
Note that the previous proposition can be applied to X1 so
that, for any differentiable tensor ﬁeld t (of order P 1) deﬁned
on Ba one gets
DIVðJ1t  FTÞ ¼ ðJ1DIVtÞ and DIVðJ1FTÞ ¼ 0: ð49Þ
Corollary 1. LetU be a C1 vector ﬁeld deﬁned in Bb and let U be its
corresponding vector ﬁeld on Ba. Let Na and Nb be the outward unit
normal vectors to oBa and oBb respectively, thenZ
oBb
U Nb ¼
Z
oBa
U  ðJFT NaÞ; ð50Þ
Proof. Recalling Eq. (44), one gets
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oBb
U Nb ¼
Z
Bb
DIVðUÞ ¼
Z
Ba
ðDIVðUÞÞ J ¼
Z
Ba
DIVðJU  FTÞ
¼
Z
oBa
U  ðJFT NaÞ: 
Note that the last corollary applied to X1 reads
Z
oBa
U Na ¼
Z
oBb
U  ððJ1FTÞ NbÞ:Appendix B. Proof of the properties of the gradients of
piecewise c1 vector ﬁelds
We now precisely deﬁne piecewise differentiable vector ﬁelds
and prove some properties which hold in their singular points.
Let Sa be a smooth codimension-one hypersurface in Ba; this
means that, at least locally, there exists a parametric representa-
tion of Sa, i.e. an open subset X of Rn1 and a smooth embedding
u 2 C1ðX;Ba  RnÞ such that Sa :¼ uðXÞ. By deﬁnition of an
embedding, for any x ¼ uðsÞ 2 Sa the vectors
TiðxÞ :¼ oiuks¼u1ðxÞ; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n 1
make a basis spanning the tangent space TxðSaÞ of Sa at x. The
orthogonal space to TxðSaÞ is one-dimensional: there exists a un-
ique unit vectorNaðxÞ in this space which completes fTiðxÞg in a di-
rect basis of Rn. This vector Na locally provides an orientation for Sa
and we call it the normal to Sa.
Notation 2. Let t be a tensor ﬁeld deﬁned on Ba (and consequently
on Sa). We say that t is differentiable on Sa if t u 2 C1ðXÞ. The
surface gradient Sa tðxÞ at point x is the linear operator which, to
any tangent vector T ¼Pn1i¼1 v iTi, associates the derivative of t in
the direction T deﬁned by
Sa tðxÞ  T :¼
Xn1
i¼1
v i oiðt uÞ:
Recall that, even if the basis Ti depends on the choice of the
parametrization u, the surface gradient (regarded as a linear oper-
ator) does not.
Notation 3. We say that a tensor ﬁeld t deﬁned on Ba is piecewise
continuous (or brieﬂy C0pw) if there exists a smooth codimension-
one C1 hypersurface Sa in Ba (or a ﬁnite union of such hypersur-
faces) such that t belongs to C0ðBa n Sa;RpÞ and admits continuous
traces tþ and t on both sides of Sa. The quantity
½jtðxÞj :¼ tþðxÞ  tðxÞ
is called jump of t through the surface Sa at point x. Moreover, the
surface Sa is said to be the singularity surface of the ﬁeld t. When t
has vanishing jump across the singularity surface, we simply indi-
cate by t the common value tþ ¼ t.
Indeed, at least locally, the normal Na to Sa deﬁnes the ‘‘upper”
part Bþa of Ba toward which the normal is pointing and the ‘‘lower”
part Ba of Ba in the opposite direction. Then, for any x 2 SatþðxÞ ¼ lim
y!x
tðyÞ; y 2 Bþa ; tðxÞ ¼ limy!x tðyÞ; y 2 B

a :
Notation 4. We say that a tensor ﬁeld t deﬁned on Ba is piecewise
differentiable (or brieﬂy C1pw) if it is continuous and if its gradient
t is C0pw.Property 1. The well-known Hadamard property (see e.g. Kosin´ski
(1986)) states that the jump of the gradient of a C1pw tensor ﬁeld t is
a rank-one matrix ﬁeld in the form
½j tj ¼ ½j tj Na Na ¼ ð tÞþ Na  ðrtÞ Na
 Na
¼ ot
oNa


 
Na ð51Þ
In other words, for any T 2TxðSaÞ
tðxÞ  Tj j½  ¼ 0: ð52Þ
This property simply reﬂects the fact that t, when restricted to
Sa, reduces to a differentiable ﬁeld and
$Sa t  T ¼ ð tÞþ  T ¼ ð tÞ  T ð53Þ
The following proposition states some important consequences of
Property 1.
Proposition 2. Let Ba;Bb be two regular open subsets of Rn,
respectively, and let X 2 C1pwðBa;BbÞ with singularity surface
Sa  Ba. Assume that J–0 everywhere on Sa, then
(i) For any T tangent to Sa, ½jF  Tj ¼ 0 on Sa.
(ii) The surface Sb :¼ XðSaÞ is a smooth codimension-one C1 sur-
face in Bb with tangent vectors ðF  TiÞ ; i 2 f1;2; . . . ;n 1g.
(iii) For any normal vector ﬁeld Mb to Sb, the following jump con-
dition holds on Sa
½jJ1FT j Mb ¼ 0: ð54Þ
(iv) Moreover, the quantity J1FT Mb which is continuous
through the surface is orthogonal to Sa.
Proof. Point (i) is an immediate consequence of (52) if we recall
that F denotes $X. To prove point (ii) we note that, as X is C1pw,
its restriction to Sa is differentiable and so is n :¼ X u which
makes a parametrization for Sb :¼ XðSaÞ. Moreover, for any
y ¼ nðsÞ 2 Sb and for any i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;n 1, the vectors
oinks¼n1ðyÞ ¼ F
k1X ðyÞ  oiuku1ðX1ðyÞÞ ¼ ðF
  TiÞ ¼ ðF  TiÞ
make a basis spanning the tangent space TyðSbÞ of Sb at y.
To prove points (iii) and (iv) we consider, at any point x of Sa,
the three linear applications La and L
b , respectively, deﬁned on R
n
by
LaðUÞ :¼ detðT1;T2; . . . ;Tn1;UÞ; ð55Þ
L
b ðVÞ :¼ det ðF
  T1Þ ; ðF
  T2Þ ; . . . ; ðF
  Tn1Þ ;V
	 

; ð56Þ
Owing to point (i) one easily gets Lþb ðVÞ ¼ Lb ðVÞ. In virtue of the
Rietz theorem there exist unique vectors ~Ma and ~Mb such that
LaðUÞ ¼ ~Ma U; 8U 2 Rn; LbðVÞ ¼ ~Mb V 8V 2 Rn: ð57Þ
Hence
~Ma U ¼ detðT1;T2; . . . ;Tn1;UÞ; ð58Þ
and
~Mb  ðF
 UÞ ¼ detððF
  T1Þ ; ðF
  T2Þ ; . . . ; ðF
  Tn1Þ ;
ðF
 UÞ Þ ¼ ðJ
Þ det ðT1Þ ; ðT2Þ ; . . . ; ðTn1Þ ;U
	 

: ð59Þ
From (58) and (59) we get
~Mb  ðF
 UÞ ¼ J
 detðT1;T2; . . . ;Tn1;UÞ
and so
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 UÞ ¼ J
 ~Ma U
Since this last identity is satisﬁed for any U 2 Rn then
~Ma ¼ ðJþÞ1ðFþÞT  ~Mb ¼ ðJÞ1ðFÞT  ~Mb ; ð60Þ
thus
½jJ1FT j  ~Mb ¼ 0: ð61Þ
From (58) and (59) we also get that for any i 2 f1;2; . . . ;n 1g,
~Ma  Ti ¼ 0; and ~Mb  ðF
  TiÞ ¼ 0:
It follows that ~Ma and ~Mb belong to the one dimensional orthogo-
nal spaces to Sa and Sb, respectively. As they clearly are non-van-
ishing, Eq. (7) remains valid for any Mb normal to Sb. h
Deﬁnition 1. We call piecewise diffeomorphism a C1pw homeomor-
phism X from Ba onto Bb such that X1 2 C1pwðBb;BaÞ.
Note that if X is a piecewise diffeomorphism with singularity
surface Sa then the previous proposition can be applied to both
X and X1. Thus we also have, for anyMa ? Sa the following jump
condition on Sb ¼ XðSaÞ:
ðJFTÞ
 h i Ma ¼ 0; ð62Þ
and the quantity ðJFT MaÞ is orthogonal to Sb. If t is a differen-
tiable tensor ﬁeld deﬁned on Ba then its corresponding tensor ﬁeld
t on Bb may be not differentiable on Sb. However, t is C
1
pw and on
Sb we have
ð t Þþ ¼ ð t  ðFþÞ1Þ ; ð t Þ ¼ ð t  ðFÞ1Þ : ð63ÞAppendix C. Variation of the action and Rayleigh functionals
We focus on the singularity Ss which we assumed to be ﬁxed in
Bs. We assume that all the physical ﬁelds introduced in our model
are smooth out of this singularity. As for the test ﬁelds, d/s ¼ Cn
they may be singular on a surface S	f ﬁxed in Bf . Indeed, recall that
C ¼ rF where F is a time-independent C1pw diffeomorphism on
Bf . Hence, S
	 :¼ /1s ðS	f Þ is a moving singularity surface in Bs; we
denote S	 :¼ [t2ð0;TÞS	ðtÞ  ftg. Out of the singularity surfaces we
have
de ¼ 1
2
d ðFTs  Fs  IÞ ¼
1
2
ðdFTs  Fs þ FTs  dFsÞ ¼ ðFTs  rðdvsÞÞsym;
dgs ¼ 0; dvs ¼ d _vs ð64Þ
dIs ¼ dðdetðr/sÞÞ ¼ IsGTs jrðd/sÞ; ð65Þ
dgf ¼ dðgf  /sÞ ¼ ðrgf Þ  d/s ¼ rgf  G1s  d/s; ð66Þ
dmf ¼ dðIsgf Þ ¼ gf dIs þ Is dgf ¼ divðgf IsG1s  d/sÞ
¼ divðmfG1s  d/sÞ:
Recalling Eq. (18), the variation of the solid Lagrangian ﬂuid velocity
vf is now computed
dvf ¼ dvs  dFs  G1s  us þ Fs  G1s  dGs  G1s  us  Fs  G1s  dus;
dvf ¼ d _vs rðdvsÞ  G1s  us þ Fs  G1s :rðd/sÞ  G1s  us  Fs  G1s  d _/s:Let us now perform the solid-Lagrangian variation dA of the action
functional. We have
dW ¼ oW
oe
deþ oWovs dvs þ
oW
omf
dmf
¼ oW
oe
 FTs  rðdvsÞ	 
þ oWovs  dvs þ
oW
omf
divðmfG1s  d/sÞ ð67Þ
and
dK ¼ gsvs  dvs þmfvf  dvf þ
1
2
v2s dgs þ
1
2
ðvf Þ2dmf ;
which can be written dK ¼ dKs þ dKf with
dKs :¼ ðgsvs þmfvf Þ  d _vs mfvf  rðdvsÞ  G1s  us; dKf :
¼ 1
2
ðvf Þ2divðmfG1s  d/sÞ þmfvf  Fs  G1s  rðd/sÞ  G1s  us
mfvf  Fs  G1s  d _/s:
We ﬁrst compute the variation of the potential energy by integrat-
ing Eq. (67). Integrating by parts in space we getZ
Bs
dW ¼
Z
BsnSs
oW
ovs
 div Fs  oWoe
  
 dvs

Z
BsnðSs[S	Þ
mfG
T
s  r
oW
omf
  
 d/s
þ
Z
Ss
Fs  oWoe Ns


 
 dvs þ
Z
Ss[S	
mfG
T
s 
oW
omf
Ns  d/s


 
:
We integrate separately the two parts of the variation of the ki-
netic energy. Integrating by parts in space and time the ﬁrst term,
recalling that gs is constant in space and time, that D ¼ mfG1s  us
and using expressions (18) and (19) for vf and _vf , the balance of
mass (21) for _mf , we haveZ
Bs
dKs ¼ 
Z
BsnSs
gscs þmf _vf þ _mfvf þ div vf  D
	 
h i
 dvs
þ
Z
Ss
vf  D
 h i Ns	 
  dvs;
¼ 
Z
BsnSs
ðgscs þmfcf Þ  dvs þ
Z
Ss
vf  D
 h i  Ns	 
  dvs;
Z
Bs
dKf ¼
Z
BsnðSs[S	Þ
1
2
mfrððvf Þ2Þ  G1s þ div vf  Fs  G1s  D
 
þ o
ot
ðmfvf  Fs  G1s Þ

 d/s
þ
Z
Ss[S	
1
2
mf vf
 2
GTs Ns  vf  Fs  G1s  D Ns
 !
 d/s


" #
¼
Z
BsnðSs[S	Þ
mf cf  Fs  G1s
 
 d/s
þ
Z
Ss[S	
1
2
mfG
T
s vf
 2
Ns  GTs  FTs  vf  D Ns
 !
 d/s


" #
:
where in the last equality we also used expression (20) for
oðFs  G1s Þ=ot.
We now compute the Rayleigh dissipation term. We start by
recalling that, owing to (24), (25), (2) and (18), the pull back of
the dissipation densities reads
D ¼ ðFs  G1s  usÞ  K  ðFs  G1s  usÞ þ ðrvf  F1s Þ : M
: ðrvf  F1s Þ þ r Fs  G1s  us
	 

 F1s
	 

: B
: r Fs  G1s  us
	 

 F1s
	 

;
DS ¼ ½jvf j  S  ½jvf j:
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getZ T
0
oR
o _qt
 dqt

dt ¼
Z
BsnðSs[S	Þ
JsððFs  G1s  d/sÞ  j Þ
þ
Z
BsnðSs[S	Þ
Jsðrðdvs  Fs  G1s  d/sÞ  F1s Þ : Pf
þ
Z
BsnðSs[S	Þ
Js r Fs  G1s  d/s
	 

 F1s
	 

: P
þ
Z
ðSs[S	Þ
JsF
T
s Ns
  dvs  Fs  G1s  d/s h i  r
¼
Z
BsnSs
div JsðPf ÞT  FTs
	 

 dvs þ GTs  FTs  Jsj
 div JsðP Pf ÞT  FTs
	 

 d/s
þ
Z
Ss
JsðPf ÞT  FTs Ns
 h i  dvs
þ GTs  FTs  ðJs ðP Pf ÞT
	 

 FTs Ns
h
kJsFTs  Nskr Þ  d/s
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